Abstract. A comprehensive study of the generalized Lambert series
Introduction
In his address to the American Mathematical Society on September 5, 1941 [41] , Hans Rademacher writes ". . . the impression may have prevailed that analytic number theory deals foremost with asymptotic expressions for arithmetical functions. This view, however, overlooks another side of analytic number theory, which I may indicate by the words "identities", "group-theoretical arguments", "structural considerations". This line of research is not yet so widely known ; it may very well be that methods of its type will lead to the "deeper" results, will reveal the sources of some of the results of the first direction of approach." Indeed, the developments that have taken place, since Rademacher's time, in the theory of partitions, theory of modular forms, mock modular forms and harmonic Maass forms [12] , to name a few, prove that his assessment of the impact of this other side of analytic number theory was correct. In the present paper, we offer the reader new examples further corroborating Rademacher's claim, namely, we derive some identities which lead to important results on transcendence of certain values and, at the same time, hint connections with the modular world.
In [18, n N −2h e n N x − 1 was obtained for any positive integer N and any integer h. Ramanujan, by the way, explicitly wrote down this exact same series on page 332 of his Lost Notebook [43] but he did not give any transformation for it. Kanemitsu, Tanigawa and Yoshimoto [27] were the first to obtain a transformation of this series, however, they considered the case 0 < h ≤ N/2 only. In fact, in [18, Theorem 1.1], it was observed that working out the transformation in the remaining two cases, that is h > N/2 and h ≤ 0, in the case when N is an odd positive integer, enables us to decode valuable information in that when N = 1, together they give, as a special case, Ramanujan's following famous formula for ζ(2m + e z −1 , 0 < a ≤ 1, |z| < 2π. (For references in the literature on Ramanujan's formula, we refer the reader to a recent paper [10] .) Not only this, when N ≥ 1 is an odd positive integer, the aforementioned two cases h > N/2 and h ≤ 0 also give, as a special case, an elegant generalization of Ramanujan's formula [18 and obtained a transformation for it when 0 < a ≤ 1, h ≥ N/2 and N even 1 . In the same paper, the trio also obtained a similar result for multiple Hurwitz zeta function [29, Theorem 4 .1].
In the current paper, we derive a transformation for the series in (1.3) for any positive integer N . This transformation can be conceived of as a formula for the Hurwitz zeta function ζ N −2h+1 N , a . In the case when N is even and h ≥ N/2, our result, though different in appearance, is equivalent to that of Kanemitsu, Tanigawa and Yoshimoto [29, Theorem 2.1] . However, we extend it to include the case h < N/2 too. Also, in the special case a = 1 of the above series that was considered in [18] , it was demonstrated that one obtains more interesting results when N is odd. Here too, the same phenomenon is observed for 0 < a ≤ 1 in general. A transformation of the above series for N odd and h ≥ 0 is derived for the first time in this paper. It not only involves the generalized Lambert series with coefficients as trigonometric functions but also contains a new construct, which is an infinite series consisting of ψ(z), the logarithmic derivative of the gamma function Γ(z), and a logarithm. Two of the main theorems of our paper, namely Theorems 1.1 and 1.3, which give the transformation for the series in (1.3) for any positive integer N and h ≥ N/2 are presented below. The nice thing about them is that they are totally explicit, and the expression other than the residual terms, that is S(x, a) (see Equations (1.7) and (1.8) below), is written in the form where one of the inner expressions involve only cos(2πna) and the other, only sin(2πna). This allows us to easily recover, under certain conditions, the results in [18] as corollaries since when a = 1, the expression involving sin(2πna) simply vanishes. Such an expression is also reminiscent of Hurwitz's formula [15, p. It is also valid for Re(s) < 1 provided a = 1. Indeed, Hurwitz's formula will play an important role in the proofs of our theorems.
We now state the first main result of our paper. n N −2h exp(−an N x) 1 − exp(−n N x) = P (x, a) + S(x, a), (1.5) 1 In the statement of this theorem in [29] , the only condition given on a is that it be positive, but it should really be 0 < a ≤ 1, for, when a > 1, one has to slightly modify the expression involving the Hurwitz zeta function. See Remark 3 of the current paper. Also, the version of this transformation given there includes an additional parameter ℓ, however, it is easily seen to be equivalent to the condition N even and h ≥ N/2 in conjunction with the series in (1.3). [29] as discussed earlier. The above theorem is proved by representing the series on the left side of (1.5) as a line integral and then doing a careful analysis of it using contour integration. An important ingredient in the proof is a new identity which gives a closed-form expression for an infinite sum whose summand is Raabe's integral R(y, w). For Re(w) > 0 and y > 0, the latter is given by [21, p. 144 ]
implies that this result can be conceived of as a formula for the Hurwitz zeta function at rational arguments, namely ζ b c , a , when b is odd and c is a positive even integer, or when b is even and c is a positive odd integer. The former case when b is a negative odd integer and c is a positive even integer was established in
(1.9)
The aforementioned identity on infinite series of Raabe's integrals which is interesting in itself, and to the best of our knowledge is new, is now given.
The series on the left-hand side of this result is not amenable to a straightforward evaluation and hence to obtain the result we had to use Guinand's generalization of the Poisson summation formula [23, Theorem 1] . Note that interchanging the order of summation and integration leads to a divergent integral. It is interesting to note that while Raabe's integral itself is evaluable in terms of, either the exponential integral function [21, p. 144, Equation (13) , which are not-so-common special functions, the infinite sum of Raabe integrals can be expressed in terms of well-known functions, namely, the digamma function ψ(z), and log(z), which is an elementary function.
A complement of Theorem 1.1 is stated next. One difference in the hypotheses of Theorems 1.1 and 1.3, when N is an odd positive integer, is that in the first, we have does not hold for any even N , but it may very well for some specific values of N odd and h. Even though at a first glance, these conditions may look artificial, as will be seen in the proofs, they arise naturally while examining the poles of the integrand of the line integral representation of the series
, for this representation has, in its contour integral representation, its integrand as Γ(s)ζ(s, a)ζ (N s − (N − 2h)) x −s (see (4.4) below). So if we now consider the poles of Γ(s) at −2, −4, −6, · · · , they get canceled by the zeros of ζ(s, a) only when a = 1 or a = 1 2 , for then ζ(s, 1) = ζ(s) and ζ s, 12) and it is well-known that ζ(−2m) = 0 for m ≥ 1. However, for 0 < a < 1, a = In fact, a theorem due to Spira [46, Theorem 3] states that if Re(s) ≤ −(4a+1+2 ⌊1 − 2a⌋) and |Im(s)| ≤ 1, then ζ(s, a) = 0 except for trivial zeros on the negative real axis, one in each interval (−2n − 4a − 1, −2n − 4a + 1), where n ≥ 1 − 2a. Thus, some (or all) of the poles of Γ(s) at s = −2m, m ≥ 1, may very well contribute non-zero residues towards the evaluation of the line integral. Now h ≥ N/2 implies that is the pole of ζ(N s − (N − 2h), we find that this is a double order pole of the integrand. This is why P (x, a) in Theorem 1.1 gets modified to P * (x, a) as can be seen in (5.2), which is an equivalent version of Theorem 1.3.
The aforementioned fact about ζ(s, a) not always having zeros at s = −2m, m ∈ N for 0 < a < 1 suggests us to write down the important differences that are present between ζ(s, a) and ζ(s). Unlike ζ(s), ζ(s, a), a = 1 2 , 1, has no Euler product. It is known, due to Davenport and Heilbronn [16] in the case when a( = 1 2 , 1) is rational or transcendental, and due to Cassels [13] in the case when a is algebraic irrational, that ζ(s, a) has infinitely many zeros in the half-plane Re(s) > 1. Moreover, when a( = 1 2 , 1) is rational, Voronin [50] proved that ζ(s, a) has infinitely many zeros in the critical strip, and to the right of the critical line Re(s) = 1 2 . The corresponding result when a is transcendental was obtained by Gonek [24] . We now give an equivalent version of Theorem 1.3, which, for m > 0, gives a two-parameter generalization of Ramanujan's formula for ζ(2m + 1). 
When we let a = 1 in the above theorem, we obtain (1.2) for positive integers m, which, in turn, as remarked before, gives Ramanujan's formula (1.1) for positive integers m as its special case.
The above theorem gives, as a special case, the following beautiful formula relating ζ(3), ζ(5), ζ(7), ζ(9) and ζ(11). e 3πn/2 n 11 (e 2πn − 1)
It should be noted that there are formulas of other type linking ζ(3), · · · , ζ(2m + 1) discovered, for example, by Wilton [53] , by Srivastava [47] (see also the references therein), and by Kanemitsu, Tanigawa and Yoshimoto [28] . For details, refer to [28] . However, the advantage of Theorem 1.4 lies in the fact that one can vary N over the set of odd positive integers, and hence it allows us to obtain a relation between odd zeta values ζ(2N + 1), ζ(4N + 1), ζ(6N + 1), · · · , ζ(2N m + 1). We refer the reader to Table 3.
Note that it is widely believed [51, Conjecture 27 ] that for any n ∈ N, and any non-zero polynomial P ∈ Q[x 0 , x 1 , · · · , x n ], P (π, ζ(3), ζ(5), · · · , ζ(2n + 1)) = 0, that is, π and all odd zeta values are algebraically independent over Q. This conjecture, if true, would imply, in particular, that all odd zeta values are transcendental. While this is not known as of yet for even a single odd zeta value ζ(2m + 1), m > 0, Apéry [2] , [3] surprisingly proved that ζ(3) is irrational. Also, Rivoal [44] , and Ball and Rivoal [6] have proved that there exist infinitely many odd zeta values which are irrational. However, one does not know which out of these odd zeta values (except ζ(3)) are irrational. Currently the best result in this direction is due to Zudilin [54] which says that at least one of ζ(5), ζ(7), ζ(9) or ζ(11) is irrational.
We now deduce a new formula for ζ(2m + 1) by letting a = 1/2 in Theorem 1.4. 
(1.14) Theorem 1.6 gives the following Zudilin-type result on transcendence of certain constants. 
,
where j takes every value from 0 to
For an odd positive integer m, Lerch's formula [34] is given by
It is a special case of Ramanujan's formula (1.1). Lerch's formula implies that at least one of ζ(2m + 1) and
is transcendental [25] . However, such information cannot be inferred from (1.1) when m is even. The result in Corollary 1.7, on the other hand, is valid irrespective of the parity of m. If we now fix an odd positive integer N and vary m over the set of natural numbers, we obtain the following Rivoal-type result. 
contains infinitely many transcendental numbers.
If we now fix m and vary N = 2ℓ + 1, ℓ ∈ N ∪ {0}, in Corollary 1.7, we obtain the following criterion for the transcendence of ζ(2m + 1):
: j = 0 to ℓ has only finitely many transcendental numbers, then ζ(2m + 1) must be transcendental.
The transformation for the series
for N odd and
2 , is given in the theorem below. 17) Note that the Dedekind eta-function η(z) is defined for z ∈ H (upper half plane) by η(z) := e 2πiz/24 ∞ n=1 (1−e 2πinz ), and satisfies the transformation formula [5, p. 48] 
, which is equivalent to (1.17). Thus, (1.16) is a two-parameter generalization of the transformation formula for log η(z).
For 0 < a < 1, a vastly simplified version of Theorem 1.10 given below can be obtained. Corollary 1.11. Let 0 < a < 1 and N be an odd positive integer. Then
The additional parameter a allows us to obtain new analogues of (1.17), for example, the following two results.
24 .
An equivalent form of this identity is
which draws similarity with the aforementioned transformation formula for η(z).
In particular,
Equation (1.19) readily gives the following results on Euler's constant.
Corollary 1.14. Let α, β > 0 such that αβ = π 2 . If α, β and log 2 are linearly independent over Q, at least one of
, and 1 2π
is irrational.
Corollary 1.15. At least one of the numbers
So far we have discussed transformations of the series
for h ≥ N/2. Our aim is to now consider the case when h < N/2. When N is even, we are able to transform the series for any integer value of h < N/2. However, when N is odd, we succeed in obtaining a transformation only for 0 ≤ h < N/2 as the series consisting of sin(2πna), logarithm and digamma functions in the summand does not converge for h < 0. 
In addition, (1.23) holds also when h < 0.
Remark 6. The method described in Remark 3 for extending the formula in Theorem 1.1 to a > 1 applies to the above theorem as well.
Remark 7.
Note that the right-hand side of (1.23) is exactly the same as that of (1.5) since for h < N/2, N even, the term − a − Kanemitsu, Tanigawa and Yoshimoto [27] have obtained the above result for a = 1.
We now give a special case of part (i) of the above theorem. 
(1.24)
When a = 1, ( 
Let q = e 2πiz , z ∈ H. Then the analytic continuation of the above formula for Re(α) > 0, Re(β) > 0 is equivalent to the transformation formula for the Eisenstein series E 2 (z) := 1 − 24
πi . Two new corollaries of (1.24) are now given.
Note that (1.25) is an analogue of the following famous result, first proved by Schlömilch [45] (see [7, p. 159 ] for more references):
A counterpart of Theorem 1.4, which is just a reformulation of Theorem 1.1 for N even, is now given in terms of α and β. 
When a = 1, we recover Theorem 1.10 from [18] , which itself is a generalization of Wigert's formula [52, pp. 8-9, Equation (5) 
, and
where j takes every value between 0 and
The interesting result we now give is reminiscent of the corrected version of Klusch's formula given by Kanemitsu, Tanigawa and Yoshimoto in [29, Proposition 1.1] but is actually very different in nature from the latter. Theorem 1.22. Let α, β be positive numbers such that αβ = 4π 3 . For 0 < a < 1, we have
(1.27)
In particular, when a = 1/2,
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we collect preliminary results to be used in the sequel. Section 3 is devoted to finding new properties of the Raabe integral R(y, w) and to proving Theorem 1.2. In Section 4, we prove Theorem 1.1 and also obtain, as its special case, Theorem 2.1 of Kanemitsu, Tanigawa and Yoshimoto from [29] . We derive Theorem 1.3 and its special case Theorem 1.4 in Section 5. The special cases of these theorems when a takes values such as Tables 1, 2 and 4 respectively.
Preliminaries
The functional equation, the reflection formula (along with a variant), and Legendre's duplication formula for the Gamma function Γ(s) are given by
The inverse Mellin transform of the gamma function for c = Re(s) > 0 and Re(y) > 0 is well-known:
Here, and throughout the sequel, we use (c) to denote c+i∞ c−i∞ . Stirling's formula on a vertical strip states that if s = σ + it, then for a ≤ σ ≤ b and |t| ≥ 1,
as t → ∞. The digamma function ψ(z) satisfies the functional equation [48, p. 54 ]
Throughout the paper, we use, without mention, Euler's formula [48, p. 5, Equation (1.14)]
The functional equation of ζ(s) in the asymmetric form is given by [4, p. 259]
We now state a generalization of Poisson's summation formula due to Guinand [23, Theorem 1] which is crucial in the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Some results on Raabe's integral
The left side of (1.10) is an infinite series whose summands are the Raabe integrals defined in (1.9). In order to prove Theorem 1.2 one cannot interchange the order of summation and integration in this series since that leads to a divergent integral. A version of the classical Poisson summation formula [49, pp. 60-61] states that if f (t) is continuous and of bounded variation on [0, ∞), and if
The desired series of which we would like to obtain a closed form is the one on the right side of the above equation with f (t) = 4π 2 t 4π 2 t 2 +u 2 , as can be easily seen by a simple change of variable. Unfortunately this formula is also inapplicable towards proving Theorem 1.2 because the hypothesis that ∞ 0 f (t) dt be convergent is not satisfied. The idea is to use Guinand's generalization of Poisson's summation formula, that is, Theorem 2.1.
However, before using Theorem 2.1, it is imperative to obtain some results on Raabe's integral. We begin with the following identity which readily depicts the asymptotic behavior of the Raabe integral for positive small values of y.
Lemma 3.1. For y > 0 and Re(w) > 0, the following identity holds:
In particular, as y → 0 + , R(y, w) ∼ −γ − log(wy). Thus from (3.3)-(3.5), we see that 
where [19, Equation (3.12) ]
Now let ν = 1/2 in (3.8), use (2.4) and then combine the resulting identity with (3.6) and (3.7) to obtain (3.1) for w > 0. Since both sides of (3.1) are analytic for Re(w) > 0, we obtain (3.1) in this region by the principle of analytic continuation. To prove (3.2), divide both sides of (3.1) by the first term of the right-hand side and note that ψ(1) = −γ as well as lim y→0 + (ψ(2k + 1) − log(wy))/(−γ − log(wy)) = 0 for k ≥ 1.
Second proof. For 0 < Re(s) < 1 + 2Re(ν), we have [37, p. 43, Formula (5.10)]
where
Euler's beta function. Let ν = 1 so that for 0 <Re(s) < 3, we have
Note that the following expansions are valid as z → 0:
where (a) n := a(a + 1) · · · (a + n − 1) is the Pochhammer symbol. Note that (3.12) implies
(wy) 2k is uniformly convergent on |z| ≤ r 1 < 1, employing (3.13) leads to
Letting s = 2z + 2 in the second step below, and then invoking (3.10), (3.11) and (3.14), we see that
Next, the asymptotic expansion of the Raabe integral for large values of y is obtained.
Proof. Here we use the analogue of Watson's lemma for Laplace transform in the setting of Fourier transforms [38] , [14, Equations (1.3), (1.4)]. It says that if the form of h(t) near t = 0 is given as a series of algebraic powers, that is,
as t → 0 + , then under certain restrictions on h (see [38] , [14, Section 2] for the same),
as s → ∞. Let h(t) = t/(t 2 + w 2 ). Then it is easy to see that h(t) satisfies (3.16) with λ = 1 and
Now invoking (3.17) twice, once with s = y and then with s = −y, and then adding the resulting two identities, we arrive at
This completes the proof.
We now give two proofs of a crucial lemma which is interesting in itself, and is employed in the proof of Theorem 1.2. Each has its advantage over the other in that one is instructive and the other employs known identities on special functions. We begin with the instructive one first.
Proof. It is important to note that the above double integral does not converge absolutely and hence Fubini's theorem is inapplicable, that is, we cannot change the order of integration. First assume u > 0. We prove (3.18) in the form ∞ 0 R(y, w) dy = 0, where w = 2πu and R(y, w) is defined in (1.9). First of all, (3.2) and (3.15) imply that this integral exists. Now let N be a positive integer and consider the integral
With the help of Fubini's theorem, one can write The second proof of (3.18) is now given.
Second proof. Let y > 0 and u ∈ C with Re(u) > 0. From (3.9) 
for z = 0, and m, n, p, q ∈ Z with 0 ≤ m ≤ q , 0 ≤ n ≤ p and 
where * indicates that the entry 1 + b k − b k is omitted and
Note that the validity of (3.21) for s = 2 is to be seen by taking the limit of expression on the left side in that last step as s → 2 since both Γ( , and so 25) where in the third step, we used [17, Equation (3.8)]. Theorem 1.2 now follows from (3.25) and by employing the change of variable v = t/(2πm) and replacing x by m and u by u/(2π).
Finally, Theorem 1.2 and Lemma 3.1 together give following beautiful closed-form evaluation of a double sum. We record it as a separate theorem for its possible applicability in other studies. 
Proof of the formula for Hurwitz zeta function at rational arguments
We begin with a lemma which gives inverse Mellin transform of Γ(s)/ tan 
Proof. For 0 < Re(s) < 1, we have
and for 0 < Re(s) < 2, we know
One can find the first of the two Mellin transforms given above in [22, 
Now one can easily extend the region of validity of the above result to 0 < Re(s) < 2 by noting that when shift the line of integration Re(s) = c 1 to, say, Re(s) = c 2 , 1 ≤ c 2 < 2, one does not encounter any poles of the integrand and also that the integrals over the horizontal segments tend to zero as the height T tends to ∞. The following lemma is well-known. We give here a proof for the sake of completeness. Proof. First let N be odd. Start from the right side of (4.1) and note that
The case when N is an even positive integer can be similarly proved. Also, (4.2) follows at once by replacing z by π 2 − z in (4.1) and taking N to be odd whereas (4.3) is obtained by replacing z by π 2 + z in (4.1) and letting N to be even. We have collected now all tools necessary for proving Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. The hypothesis h ≥ N/2, N ∈ N, will be used several times, without mention, in the proof. It is easy to see that the series
is absolutely and uniformly convergent for any x > 0, N ∈ N. Thus, interchanging the order of summation and integration in the first step below, we see that for Re(s) > max Thus, for λ = Re(s) > 1,
We now obtain an alternate evaluation of the above integral by shifting the line of integration and then by using Cauchy's residue theorem. Consider and let R a denote the residue of F (s) at the pole s = a. We first find poles of F (s) and residues at those poles.
(1) F (s) has a pole of order one at s = 0 since Γ(s) has a simple pole at s = 0. The residue R 0 at this pole is given by 
(2) Since ζ(s, a) has a simple pole at s = 1, F (s) has a simple pole at s = 1 with residue 
At this juncture, it deems necessary to explain why we choose the real part of the shifted line of integration to be −r with r > 
Now let T → ∞. Using Stirling's formula (2.6) for Γ(s) and elementary bounds on the Riemann zeta function and the Hurwitz zeta function, it can be seen that the integrals along the horizontal segments [λ + iT, −r + iT ], [−r − iT, λ − iT ] approach zero as T → ∞. Hence from (4.6)-(4.10), we see that
where P (x, a) is the sum of all residues of F (s), defined in (1.6), and
It remains to show that J(x, a) agrees with S(x, a) defined in (1.7) and (1.8) respectively when N is odd and even. To evaluate J(x, a), we first make a change of variable s ↔ 1 − s in (4.12) so that
Now replace s by 1 − s in (1.4), then multiply both sides of the resulting identity by Γ(1 − s) to obtain, for Re(s) > 1, 14) where in the last step, we used the reflection formula for the gamma function and then the double angle formula for sine for simplification.
We note here that Kanemitsu, Tanigawa and Yoshimoto [29, p. 51] use a formula equivalent to (1.4), namely, for Re(s) < 0,
However, one can see that while the above formula is useful when N is an even positive integer, it is not when N is an odd positive integer. In fact, employing it leads to very complicated integrals which do not seem to lead us to any concrete result. On the other hand, (1.4) works for any positive integer N , irrespective of its parity, as will be seen in the remainder of the proof.
Now substitute (4.14) in (4.13) and invoke the functional equation (2.10) for ζ(2h − N s) to obtain after simplification
cos(2πna) n s ds, (4.16)
We first evaluate J 2 (x, a). Its evaluation depends on the parity of N . We first assume that N is odd. Employ the change of variable
, and then interchange the order of double sum and the integral, permitted because of absolute convergence, to arrive at
Γ(s 1 ) cos( Using (4.2) in the second step below, we find that 19) gives, upon simplification,
Now note that Re(X * m,n,j ) = 2πm
Hence apply Theorem 1.2 and then replace j by 2j in the second step below to deduce that 24) where
This completes the evaluation of J 2 (x) when N is odd.
Let us now consider the case when N is even. Note that (4.19) still holds with E(X m,n ) and X m,n the same as defined in (4.20) and (4.21) . But now we use (4.3) and (4.23) in the second step below to simplify E(X m,n ) as
where in the last step, we used (2.5) since Re(X * m,n,−j ) > 0. Replacing j by −2j − 1 in (4.25) and then substituting the resultant in (4.19), we deduce that
From (4.24) and (4.26), we obtain an expression for J 2 (x) for all positive integers N . Now J 1 (x, a) from (4.16) can be evaluated in a similar way to obtain (4.27) for N odd, whereas, for N even,
In fact, the above expressions for J 1 (x) differ from the expression in the first equality in [27, Equation (2.18)] only in that the numerator of the summand of the infinite series in them involve cos(2πna), which is absent in the latter.
Finally, adding the corresponding sides of (4.27) and (4.24) when N is odd, and respectively of (4.28) and (4.26) when N is even gives expressions for J(x) (see (4.15) ). These are nothing but the expressions for S(x, a) claimed in the statement of Theorem 1.1. Along with (4.11), this completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
As remarked in the introduction, a special case of the above result, that is Theorem 1.1, when N is even, was previously obtained by Kanemitsu 
for M even, and
Proof. Substitute N = 2M and h = M − h ′ + M ℓ on both sides of (1.5). Then the resulting left-hand side is the same as the Lambert series in (4.31). With the above substitutions, 35) and
Using (4.35) and (4.36), we see that, irrespective of the parity of ℓ, the two finite sums over j in (4.34) combine together to give
which, when combined with the other expression in (4.34), shows that our P (x, a) equals P (x), which is defined in (4.30).
Next, we have to show that our S(x, a) from (1.8) matches with the expressions for U (x, a) in (4.32) and (4.33) corresponding to M even and M odd respectively. We only prove this in the case when M is even. That for M odd can be similarly proved. Now substituting N = 2M and h = M − h ′ + M ℓ, with M even, say M = 2k, in (1.8) and simplifying, we see that
. Now split the sum over j according to the parity of j and simplify so as to obtain
Replace j by −j − 1 in the second sum and then observe that the resulting corresponding summands of the two sums are complex conjugates of each other so that
where a = 2A , and uv = −2πan +
. Using Lemma 4.4, the notations in the hypotheses of Theorem 4.5, (4.29) and the fact that k = M/2, we deduce that
which is nothing but (4.32). Thus we derive (4.31) from (1.5). As remarked before, (4.33) can be proved by a similar argument.
5.
A two-parameter generalization of Ramanujan's formula for ζ(2m + 1)
This section is devoted to proving Theorems 1.3 and 1.4, which, as will be seen, are equivalent to each other. We then give interesting special cases of Theorem 1.4. Before proving Theorem 1.3, we begin with a lemma. Thus the residue at
Thus, from (4.6), (4.7), (4.9), (4.10), (5.1) and (1.7), we see that
and the calculation for S(x, a) remains the same exactly as in proof of Theorem 1.1.
As we now show, (5.2) can be simplified to a great extent using the following result of Koyama and Kurokawa [30, p. 7] for an even positive integer k and 0 < a ≤ 1:
Even though Koyama and Kurokawa write log(2π) + γ − 1 +
in place of (log(2π) − ψ(k + 1)), it is easy to see with the help of (2.7) that they are equal. Also, even though they work with 0 < a < 1, it is easy to see that the formula holds for a = 1 as long as k is even, k > 0, and is then a well-known result, see for example, [28, Equation (1)]:
It is important to note that (5.4) also holds for k = 0 but only for 0 < a < 1, and is then an equivalent form of the well-known Kummer formula for log Γ(a) [31, p. 4] .
By Lemma 5.1, we know that for h > N/2, we have 
where, in the course of simplification, the series
is expressed in terms of Bernoulli polynomials using their Fourier expansion [1, p. 805]:
Moreover, part of the expression for S(x, a) in (1.7) can be simplified, namely,
where in the last step, we again used (5.6). Now combine (5.5) and (5.7) to deduce that 
Now rearrange the terms of the resulting identity upon the aforementioned substitutions, multiply both sides of the rearranged identity by α −2N m/(N +1) , and then simplify to arrive at (1.13).
Letting N = 1 in Theorem 1.4 gives the following result which can be thought of as a different one-parameter generalization, as compared to (1.2), of (1.1).
We now give corollaries of Theorem 1.4 when a takes special values in the interval (0, 1). Along with the fact that B 2j+1 = 0, this implies that
Special case
We also employ the identity
. These together imply (1.14).
Proof of Corollary 1.7. Subtract the complete expression in square brackets in (1.14) from its both sides, multiply both sides of the resulting identity by α 2Nm N+1 , and then let α = β = π. The finite sum on the right side of the resulting identity then becomes a polynomial in π with non-zero rational coefficients. Since π is transcendental, this proves the result. Corollaries 1.8 and 1.9 have been already proved in the introduction, hence we refrain from repeating the arguments here.
5.2.
Proof of Corollary 1.5. Let E k denote the k th Euler number, defined by means of the generating function
Let a = 1/4 in Theorem 1.4 to obtain
and E 2n+1 = 0. Now let α = β = π, m = 5 and N = 1 in the above identity and simplify.
6. A two-parameter generalization of the transformation formula of log η(z)
Here we prove Theorem 1.10 which is a two-parameter generalization of the transformation formula of the logarithm of the Dedekind eta-function stated in (1.17).
Proof of Theorem 1.10. Before we prove Theorem 1.10, it is important to know how it differs from Theorem 1.3. In Theorem 1.3, the condition However, in Theorem 1.10, we have the condition
2 , which means that the integrand F (s), defined in (4.5), has a double order pole at s = 0 except when a = 1/2 as will be explained below. So we can as well use the same formula that we used in the proof of Theorem 1.3 to calculate the residue at the double order pole at s = This results in (1.18).
Proof of Corollary 1.12. Let x = 2 N α and αβ N = π N +1 in (1.18) so as to obtain
Now let a = 1/2, N = 1 in (6.1) and simplify.
Proof of Corollary 1.13. Let a = 1/4, N = 1 in (6.1) and simplify. This leads to (1.19) . Also, (1.20) follows from (1.19) by letting α = β = π.
Proof of Corollary 1.14. If α, β and log 2 are linearly independent over Q, then the righthand side of Corollary 1.13 is irrational. That forces at least one of γ,
to be irrational.
Proof of Corollary 1.15. This follows from (1.20) since π and log 2 are linearly independent over Q.
Proof. Let N = 1, a = 1/2, α = β = π in (6.1) and simplify. , the residues of whom are same as those calculated in (4.6), (4.7) and (4.8) respectively. Thus, using Cauchy's residue theorem, letting T → ∞ and noting that the integrals along the horizontal segments approach zero, and invoking (4.4), we see that Again, the integrals along the horizontal segments approach zero as the height of the contour tends to ∞. Now lim
along with Lemma 4.1 and (4.22) imply that
  so that along with (4.19), we have
Employ Theorem 1.2 using (4.23) and (4.21) to see that
. Now observe that (2.8) implies
, T (N, h, x, j) = O N,x n −2/N . Thus if we multiply both sides of (7.3) by n 1−2h N sin(2πna) and then sum over n, we can write the sum as Now substituting (7.4) in (7.2), noting that the expression for J 1 (x, a) remains exactly as in (4.27), we deduce along with (7.1), (4.6), (4.7), (4.8) and (4.15) that for 0 < a ≤ 1, 
In the sum in (4.2), replace j by 2j and then let z = = 0 for N > 1. Thus, the sum over j in (7.8) equals 0 for N > 1 which implies (7.7). For N = 1, note that h < N/2 along with h ≥ 0 implies h = 0 so that the sum over k in (7.7) is empty, and hence (7.7) holds again. Hence (7.6) holds and therefore (1.22) holds with g(N, h, a) = 0 for 0 < a < 1.
We omit the proof of (1.23) since it is exactly along the lines of the proof of Theorem 1.1. By a similar argument one can see that (1.23) holds also when h < 0, unlike the case when N is odd. Proof of Theorem 1.20. Here N is an even positive integer. We first prove the result for a non-negative integer m using Theorem 1.1. For m < 0, it can be proved using Theorem 1.16.
Suppose m is a non-negative integer. Then let h = N 2 + N m, x = 2 N α in Theorem 1.1 and let β > 0 be defined by αβ N = π N +1 . After rearranging some terms, we obtain
where we have used the fact 2A N,j+
.
We now simplify some of the expressions on the right-hand side. Since
We now split the sum and replace j by −1−j in the second sum. Then combining the corresponding terms in the resulting two finite sums on the above right-hand side, using the fact that exp − is always an algebraic number for every N ∈ N. Also the last term on the right-hand side of (8.5) is always a non-zero polynomial of π with rational coefficients. Therefore it is a transcendental number, which implies our corollary.
Even though Theorem 1.22 can be proved using Theorem 1.20, we prefer to give the proof using Theorem 1.1 because the conditions on α and β in the former two theorems are different. We begin with an analogue of Lemma 4.4 to be used along with the latter in the proof of Theorem 1.22.
Lemma 8.1. For a, u, v ∈ R, we have 2 Im e iuv exp (ae −iu ) − 1 = sin(a sin(u) + uv) − e −a cos(u) sin(uv) cosh(a cos(u)) − cos(a sin(u)) .
We omit the proof since it can be proved along similar lines as the proof of Lemma 4.4 given in [18] . For 0 < a < 1, one is able to further simplify (8.6) . To that end, keeping in mind that (1.4) holds also for Re(s) < 1 in this case, we let s = 1/2 in it to obtain Finally, let x = α and let β = 4π 3 /α to arrive at (1.27). Now (1.28) simply follows by letting a = 1/2 in (1.27).
Concluding remarks
First of all, we would like to mention that all of our results involving x, or α and β, can be extended by analytic continuation to complex values of x, α, and β such that Re(x) > 0, Re(α) > 0 and Re(β) > 0.
It is clear from [18] as well as from the above work that in order to understand the arithmetical nature of Euler's constant, the values of the Riemann zeta function at odd positive integers as well as at rational arguments, further study of the generalized Lambert series considered here is absolutely essential. We refer the reader to two recent papers [36] and [11] for some quantitative results on rational values of the Riemann zeta function.
When N ∈ 2N, we were able to transform the series , 0 < a ≤ 1, for any integer h. However, for N odd and positive, we could do so only for h ≥ 0. Thus it remains to be seen if there exists a transformation of this series when N is odd and h < 0. If done, this might give us a complete generalization of (1.2) , that is of [18, Theorem 1.2].
As mentioned in Remark 2 after Theorem 1.1, Kanemitsu, Tanigawa and Yoshimoto [29, Theorem 2.1] obtained a formula for Hurwitz zeta function at rational arguments, that is, ζ b c , a , where b is a negative odd integer and c is a positive even integer. The only other case which remains to be seen is when b and c are both odd since the the case when they are both even can be reduced to one of the three cases.
Let χ denote the primitive Dirichlet character modulo q. Using the identity [15, p. 71, Equation (16)] L(s, χ) = q −s q n=1 χ(n)ζ(s, n/q) and Theorem 1.1, we can obtain a representation for L N −2h+1 N , χ . Similarly, working with Theorems 1.1, 1.3 and the identity obtained by differentiating the above identity with respect to s, one can obtain a representation for L ′ (−2j, χ) , j ∈ N. These representations may be useful in computing these quantities numerically.
In [18] , it was shown that any two odd zeta values of the form ζ(4k + 3) are related to each other by means of the relation that each such odd zeta value obeys with ζ(3) as governed by the case a = 1 of Theorem 1.4, that is, (1.2). Also, while it was shown that such a relation is not possible for every pair of the form (ζ(4k 1 + 1), ζ(4k 2 + 1)), through (1.2), it does exist for some such pairs. However, (1.2) has a limitation in that no two odd zeta values, one of which is of the form ζ(4k 1 +1) and another ζ(4k 2 +3), are related through it. This is partially overcome through our generalization of (1.2) , that is, Theorem 1.4, in that now it is possible to have a relation between two odd zeta values, one of the form ζ(4k + 3) and another of the form ζ(8k + 5). This prompts to ask if there exists a transformation which would relate two odd zeta values, one of which is of the form ζ(4k + 3) and another of the form ζ(8k + 1). 
